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MEMORANDUM FOR PATRICIA W. SILVEY
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Operations
Mine Safe and Health
THROUGH:

H. E IFIEL
Administrator for
Metal and Nonmetal Mine Saf
THOMAS W. CHARBONEAU
Director, Office of Assessments, Accountability,
Special Enforcement and Investigations

FROM:

ALFRED L. CLAYBORNE
Deputy Director, Office of Accountability, Special
Enforcement and Investigations

SUBJECT:

MSHA Office of Accountability Review, Metal and Nonmetal
Western District, Boise, ID Field OfFice/Coeur d'Alene, ID Field
Duty Station, and

Introduction
This memorandum summarizes the Office of Accountability's review of the subject
district office, field office, and mine. The purpose of accountability reviews is to
determine whether Agency enforcement policies, procedures, and guidance are being
followed consistently and whether mission critical enforcement activities are
accomplished effectively. This review included MSHA field activities; level of
enforcement; conditions and practices at the mine; and MSHA supervisory and
managerial oversight. The accountability review also included evaluations to determine
if there were any deficiencies in areas commonly identified during Agency internal
reviews of MSHA's actions following past mine disasters.

You can now file your MSHA forms online at www.MSHA.gov. IYs easy, iYs fast, and it saves you money!

Overview
Office of Accountability Specialists Jerry Kissell and Mark Odum conducted an
accountability review of the Metal and Nonmetal Western District, Boise, ID Field Office
and the Coeur d'Alene, ID Field Duty Station from
. The review focused on inspection activities during FY 2014(October 2013
through September 2014)and the first three quarters of FY 2015(October 2014 through
June 2015), and specifically involved the review of a regular health and safety
inspection (E01 event number
)conducted by the field office of the
.
The
was selected for review by request of the Office of the Assistant
Secretary and because of the following statistics:
an S&S issuance rate of 38 percent during the first three quarters of FY 2015
where the mine received
- 104(a) citations ( during one E01 inspection);
104(b) actions; and
104(d) action; compared to FY 2014 when the
had an S&S rate of 34 percent and received
- 104(a) citations,
— 104(b) orders, and
— 104(d) action
• an elevated enforcement rate of 4.3 percent for the first three quarters of FY
2015 decreased compared to 10.8 percent for FY 2014. The rate consists of
elevated citations and orders [under section 104(b); 104(d); 104(g); or 107(a) of
the Mine Act issued per 100 inspection hours during the most recent 12 months
• a Violations per Inspection Hour(VPIH) rate of 0.23 for the first three quarters of
FY 2015 increased compared to a 0.12 rate for FY 2014 (full year)
As a part of the review, enforcement levels of the field office (Coeur d'Alene, ID field
duty station is a part of the Boise, ID field office) were compared with the district and
national averages where the field office had the following issuance rates related to the
Metal and Nonmetal(MNM)sector for FY 2014:
• an S&S rate of 25 percent compared to the district's rate of 26 percent and the
national rate of 26 percent
• an elevated enforcement rate of 3.7 percent compared to the district's rate of
11.6 percent and the national rate of 11.6 percent
• a VPIH rate of 0.21 compared to the district's rate of 0.26 and the national rate of
0.23

For the first three quarters of FY 2015, the enforcement levels for the field office were:
• an S&S rate of 25 percent compared to the district's rate of 22 percent and the
national rate of 26 percent
• an elevated enforcement rate of 3.2 percent compared to the district's rate of 8.6
percent and the national rate of 9.9 percent. The rate consists of elevated
citations and orders [under section 104(b); 104(d); 104(g); or 107(a) of the Mine
Act issued per 100 inspection hours during the most recent 12 months
• a VPIH rate of 0.25 compared to the districts rate of 0.25 and the national rate of
0.23
During the E01 inspection reviewed, event number
, inspectors issued
citations and orders. This review included evaluations of the citations and orders,
elevated enforcement actions, and any modified or vacated actions.
The Review Team conducted a mine visit to focus on general mine conditions;
determine whether conditions at the mine are commensurate with enforcement levels
documented in the inspection reports reviewed; and to observe company work practices
at the mine site.
Mine Visit

)

As a part of this review, the Review Team accompanied the Field Office Supervisor,
Assistant District Manager and two mine inspectors to the

The
is located in
, Idaho near the city of
, Idaho.
took
control
of
in
The current mine operator,
the
Prior to that, the mine was in operation under various mine companies dating
back to
. The
utilizes finro mine shafts to gain access to multiple
horizontal working levels ranging from
. A third mine
shaft is used as a means of ventilation and secondary escape if needed.
At the time of this review, the mine employed approximately
persons working two
production shifts per day, ten hours per shift, Monday through Thursday. Friday,
through Sunday the mine does shaft maintenance work. The mine produces
approximately
per day. The operator mines
by cut and fill stope mining techniques, with drilling, blasting,
excavating, and use of rail haulage and
passes to transfer the mined materials to an
underground crusher. The
is then hoisted out of the mine through the mine shafts
and enters a flotation milling facility where
are recovered as a
concentrate and sold into interstate commerce.
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The inspection party, consisting of two groups, inspected various mining operations and
conditions in the underground portions of the mine. The observations included
inspections of the 2400' level, the secondary escape travelway on the 3000' level down
the 32-077 raise to the 3200' level, the 3200' oil storage area, the secondary escape
travelway on the 3400' level down the 37-093 raise to the 3700' level, and 4000' level
station and 3 shaft station. Areas observed throughout the inspection included
shaft stations, an underground shop, a lay down area, an underground electrical station,
pump stations, sumps, ventilation devices, an underground explosives powder and
primer storage facility, a Load Haul Dump (LHD) diesel loader, portions of secondary
underground hoist room.
escape travelways, and the
Work procedures and mining cycles observed included loading, haulage, dumping, and
crushing. The inspection groups conducted safety talks with miners, as encountered,
throughout the inspection. The review team also observed communications between
the mine operator and MSHA personnel during the inspection and observed discussions
with miners and company officials regarding work practices and enforcement actions.
Review Results
The review did not reveal any material deficiencies or weaknesses in procedural
operations that would require corrective actions, but the team identified three areas
where the district could implement improvements in order to strengthen enforcement
processes.
Positive Findings:
The accountability review revealed positive findings in several areas, including the
following:
1. General field notes for the event reviewed were organized, clear and concise, and
included pictures of violations.
2. Inspectors documented observations of work practices for the event reviewed.
3. Inspectors conducted safety talks with miners during the event reviewed.
4. During the mine visit inspectors had good rapport with miners and held safety
discussions specific to tasks and hazards in the areas where miners were
encountered.
5. Inspectors held discussions with mine management and labor officials on
evaluations, violations and termination expectations
The Review Team identified some non-material deficiencies and discussed these with
the district. Specifically the Review Team:
• discussed enforcement actions in which an inspector appeared to have set
blanket termination times for violations,
• an inspector issued a citation for lack of warning signs on a barricade which is
not required by the standard and,
4

• a discussion concerning a citation that was properly vacated, the vacated citation
was issued in an area where an existing 104b order was already in place.(The
104b order allows the company to correct conditions in the affected area while
not allowing any other activities until the cited conditions are corrected.)
These non-material deficiencies do not require a corrective action plan.
Inspections and Enforcement Actions Review:
The
is inspected by personnel from both the Coeur d'Alene, ID duty station
and the Boise, ID field office. The Boise, ID field office supervisor is responsible for. the
activities of the Coeur d'Alene duty station. Inspection reports are usually completed by
the inspectors at the end of the inspection and then submitted to the supervisor for
review. In some instances though, because of travel requirements of the inspectors to
conduct their work, the inspectors may not have the opportunity to submit the inspection
report for review for several weeks. When this occurs, the supervisor may not have an
opportunity to review the inspection work product before the end of the inspection.
However, inspectors may update supervisors on inspection and enforcement activity as
necessary during emended inspections. Because the inspectors at the Coeur d'Alene
location must send their inspection reports to the Boise, ID office for review, the transit
time can add days before they arrive. If mailed on a Friday, they typically arrive at the
Boise field office the following Monday or Tuesday. Once the report is received by the
Boise field office supervisor, he reviews all forms, notes, citations and photos of
violations and terminations with every inspection report. The Review Team found that
the supervisor typically conducts the review in a timely manner. The inspection for the
event reviewed was opened on
and was closed on
a period of over four weeks. The field office supervisor dated and initialed the
cover of the report on
.
The Team reviewed all notes, citations and orders issued for the inspection, event
number
that had been conducted
. The district made several changes to citations as a result of their
review/conference of actions not previously assessed.
In total,
citations and orders were issued.
citations were vacated (11 %,for
MNM in the first three quarters of FY 2015 the national average is 1.3% and the
Western district average 1.9%for vacated paper.)
citafiions were modified by the
inspectors, and
citations were modified by the district for this event.
The reasons for the vacated citations:
citations issued for what were initially believed to be unsafe conditions or practices
that were determined not to be violations of mandatory standards. These violations fell
citation
under manufacturer recommendations which MSHA does not enforce. A
was vacated after it was determined to be a duplication of a citation previously issued.
(#
the same condition and practice appeared to be cited in the previously
issued citation #
The previously issued citation was modified to include some
~~

citation was vacated due to being
comments from the vacated citation. A
issued in an area covered by a previously issued order that was still in effect. And the
citation was vacated due to mitigation not provided to the inspector, wherein the
equipment cited was no longer being used.
citation was vacated due to the operator providing mitigating information at the
conference that was not provided to the inspector at the time of issuance. This involved
a barricaded heading that the operator intended to access and to which it maintained
ventilation.
citation issued for ground and continuity checks not being completed and
recorded was vacated when the operator provided information at the conference
showing they were completed. This information was not provided to the inspector
citation was vacated because the standard used did not
during the inspection. The
apply to underground and even after it had been modified to the underground standard,
it still was not applicable to the practice observed.
Reasons for the

modifications:

citation was modified due to the
citations were modified at conference.
violation
inspection notes documenting the
indicated a less severe injury than had been
citation
evaluated on the citation (Lost Work days/Restricted Duty vs. Fatal). A
capture
part
of the
of
vacated
citations
#
(Modified
to
was modified as part the
citation
which was vacated.) The
condition and practice of citation #
modification was due to the conference officer's discussion and mitigation provided at
the conference by the operator to change a likely occurrence to unlikely for the condition
cited.
citation modified at conference was due to the information about a second
ladder that was present in the area where a defective ladder with poor or no footing
pads was unsecured, but appeared to be available and in use.
the
As a result of the district's review of the issuances during event number
Of
those
changed,
citations
and
vacated
actions.
district modified
vacated citations, were
citations were modified from S&S to non S&S. Of the
originally evaluated as S&S. The team reviewed the justifications provided for the
modifications and vacated actions and agreed with the district's determinations.
Some citations modified or vacated were due to inspector's error on the issuance,
justifications and evaluations for gravity in the field notes. In these cases, additional
training in documenting justifications for findings would be helpful in reducing the
likelihood of future need for citations to be modified and/or vacated.

Summary:
C~

The accountability review did not reveal any issues (deficiencies determined to be
material weaknesses) requiring corrective actions.
The review showed that the inspectors conducted the inspection and identified
violations to help ensure health and safety of the miners reflecting proper enforcement
of the regulations or the carrying out of Agency policy and procedures. Although
citations were vacated and citations were modified by the. district, these changes did.
not significantly impact the overall enforcement levels at the mine. The S&S rate for the
event before changes was 50% as compared to 47% after changes. The Field Office
Supervisor reviews inspection reports at the end of inspections once he receives the
, the inspectors did not provide work
reports. During the inspection at the
products to the supervisor while the inspection was in progress. Inspectors sent the
inspection report to the field office supervisor after the inspection was complete.
Recommendations
The Review Team recommends the Administrator of MNM consider the need for Field
Office Supervisors to review the inspectors' work products (Enforcement actions,
supporting notes, and tracking maps) on a weekly basis when practical.
The Review Team recommends the district consider refresher training for inspectors in
providing sufficient documentation of reasons for findings.
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Attachments
A.

Office of Accountability Checklist

B.

Citations/Orders issued during this review
57.3360
57.20032
57.3360
57.11001
57.20003a
57.20011
57.3200
57.11005
57.11006
57.11005
57.11005
57.4262
57.11051a
57.11002
57.4104a
57.11005
57.11001
57.18002a

C.

Examples of Citations Issued During Previous E01 Inspections
(No issues were identified during this review)

D.

District Corrective Action Plan
(No issues were identified during this review)

United States Department of Labor
Mine Safety and Health Administration
Office of Accountability
District

Western

Field Office

Coeur d'Alene,
ID

Mine ID

Date

Attachment A —Office of Accountability Checklist
Determine if complete and thorough E01 inspections are being conducted and /or if
policy and procedures were properly followed.
Comments Below
Corrective Action Needed ~
Adequate ~X
~

2. Determine if documentation for inspections is complete and thorough.
Adequate XD

Corrective Action Needed ~

Comments Below

Determine if citations and orders issued during previous inspections were properly
3. evaluated for gravity, negligence, level of enforcement, number of persons affected,
and supported by documentation.
Adequate X~

Corrective Action Needed ~

Comments Below ~X

citations
inspectors issued
During the E01 inspection reviewed, event number
and orders. This review included evaluations of the citations and orders, elevated
enforcement actions, and any modified or vacated actions.
citations and
As a result of the district's review of the issuances, the district modified
citations were modified from S&S to non
actions. Of those changed,
vacated
had been originally evaluated as S&S by the issuing
S&S. Of the
vacated citations
inspectors. The team reviewed the justifications for the modifications or vacated actions and
agreed with the district's actions.

4

Evaluate inspectors) examination of required records and postings for compliance with
applicable standards.

Adequate X~

5

Corrective Action Needed ~

Comments Below

Evaluate the inspectors) physical examination of the active working areas of the mine
and inspection of all mining cycles.

Adequate X~

Corrective Action Needed ~

~]

Comments Below

United States Department of Labor
Mine Safety and Health Administration
Office of Accountability
District

Western

Field Office

Coeur d'Alene,
iD

Mine ID

Date

6. Evaluate the inspectors) on-site contaminant assessment and documentation.
Adequate ~X

7

Corrective Action Needed ~

Comments Below

Determine if adequate close-out conferences are being conducted at the end of each
inspection.

Adequate ~X

9

Comments Below

Evaluate inspectors) examination of electrical equipment, transformer stations, and/or
electrical circuits.

Adequate X~

$

Corrective Action Needed ~

Corrective Action Needed ~

Comments Below

Determine if Possible Knowing/Willful(PKW)Forms are documented and processed
according to agency policy and procedures.

Adequate ~

Corrective Action Needed ~

Comments Below X~

Not reviewed as a part of this review.

Evaluate 103(i) spot inspection (E02) reports for the office/district being reviewed for
10. compliance with agency policies and procedures, including compliance with time
frames and separating E02 inspections from other events.
Adequate ~

Corrective Action Needed ~

Comments Below X~

No 103(1) mines are in the field office jurisdiction

~

if
Complaint inspections/investigations are being conducted
11. Determine Hazard
according to policy and procedures.
Adequate ~X

Corrective Action Needed ~

iL~7

Comments Below

United States Department of Labor
Mine Safety and Health Administration
Office of Accountability
District

12

Western

Field Office

Coeur d'Alene,
ID

Mine ID

Date

Determine if supervisors are monitoring inspector time and activity to ensure proper
use of time, including off-shift and weekend work, by all inspectors.

Adequate ~X

Corrective Action Needed0

Comments Below

Are required Office Reviews(ORs)and supervisory follow-up reviews being conducted
13. and documented according to agency policy and procedures?
(One E-01/Inspector/every six months/FY —minimum)

Adequate ~

Corrective Action Needed ~

Comments Below ~X

Not reviewed as a part of this review.

~

Are Field Accompanied Reviews(FARs)and supervisory follow-up reviews being
14. conducted and documented according to agency policy and procedures?
(one/inspector/year -minimum)

Adequate ~

Corrective Action Needed ~

Comments Below OX

Not reviewed as a part of this review.

15.

~

Determine if a 104(d) tracking system is in place and being kept current at the office
being reviewed.

Adequate X~

Corrective Action Needed ~

Comments Below

16. Determine if the Mine Files are legible, up to date, and reviewed by supervisors.
Adequate ~X

Corrective Action Needed ~

Comments Below

17. Determine if supervisors are visiting active mines.
Adequate X~

Corrective Action Needed
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Comments Below

United States Department of Labor
Mine Safety and Health Administration
Office of Accountability
District

Western

Field Office

Coeur d'Alene,
ID

Mine ID

Date

Review documentation of staff meetings/safety meetings to determine their
effectiveness and relevance to current issues and the Agency's mission.
Comments Below
Corrective Action Needed ~
Adequate ~X

~$

Determine if Assistant District Manager is conducting the required second level reviews
19. and holding supervisors accountable for oversight of Office Reviews and Field
Accompanied Activity Reviews.
Adequate ~

Corrective Action Needed ~

Comments Below XO

Not reviewed as a part of this review.
20

Determine if district management personnel are reviewing work products and reports
for accuracy and completeness.

Adequate ~X

21

~

Corrective Action Needed ~

Comments Below

Determine if managers and supervisors are using required standardized reports to
review critical data relevant to inspections and investigations.

Adequate OX

Corrective Action Needed ~

Comments Below

Determine if districts, when required, are conducting in-depth peer reviews in
22. compliance with agency policy and procedures including follow-up to determine the
effectiveness of corrective actions.
Adequate ~X

Corrective Action Needed ~

Comments Below

Is information (mine status, methane liberation, number of employees, etc.) being
23. entered into the MHSA Standardized Information System (MSIS) accurately and in a
timely manner?
Adequate n

Corrective Action Needed ❑
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Comments Below

United States Department of Labor
Mine Safety and Health Administration
Office of Accountability
District

24

Western

Coeur d'Alene,
ID

Mine ID

Date

Determine if inspectors have sufficient equipment and supplies to conduct thorough
inspections.

Adequate ~X

25

Field Office

Corrective Action Needed ~

Comments Below

Evaluate the overall condition of the mine relative to the level of enforcement
documented in previously completed inspections.

Adequate ~X

Corrective Action Needed ~

Comments- Below

Determine if inspectors have an understanding of when a violation of Section 103(a)for
26. Advance Notice occurs and whether appropriate citations are issued for Advance
Notice.
Adequate ~X
Corrective Action Needed ~
Comments Below

27

Determine if the management resource tracking tool is being used to track resources
regarding Special Investigations.

Adequate ❑X

Corrective Action Needed ❑

Comments Below

28. Determine if retraining of supervisors, inspectors, and specialists is being tracked.
Adequate OX

Corrective Action Needed ~
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Comments Below

United States Department of Labor
Mine Safety and Health Administration
Office of Accountability
District

Field Office

Western

Date

Mine ID

Coeur d'Alene,
ID

Attachment B -Citations issued during the Review
Mine Citationtarder

U.S. Department of Labor
Mine Safety and Health Administra4ion

~O
~~~

secCon hvroreaon Data
1. Date

Nb Da Yr

2. Tune(24 Hr. Clock)

3. Citatan/

OrdarNumber
4. Served To

5.Operator

B. Mire

7. Mine ID
(contraaor)

8. Condition or Practice

---- ------- -

Sa. Written Notice(103x)

Ground support is not properly maintained above the Dam in the 2400 Pump
Station. The area has several mats that are rusted in half and are
approximately 7 feet above the walkway to a lower height of approximately 3
feet. Persons occasionally work in this area to check water level sensors.
This condition exposes persons to serious injuries should loose material fall
from the back.
Standard 57.3360 was cited
.

see cone
9. Violation

A. Flsagh ❑

B. 3edion

C.PaNSsctlon of

otna

Troe 3o CSR

57.3360

to. C3~avay:
a m~ury w ~~ness ro.s> ps): No ~ru~u,00d Q
unia~aiy ~
R•ason.bN ~r O
~. Mwy a~n.ss ~, ~.wo
sac
wodmays
❑
~osc
wo~caays
o► ~riaaa a+~r ❑
bs
m bs:
C. SipnlNaM uW tubstar~tlal:
11. NeC~~~(

~)

~z. rye anay

~04a

yK ~

A None ❑

~~
B.low ❑

74. Inaial Acdon
A. Citnlion ~ B. Order ~ C. Safipuard ~ 0. W~dten Notice []

~h~Y ~~~Y ❑

ck e~o~, ~

E. Citation/
Order Number

~~ O

w«mans~N o~rmc 0

Fwi ❑

D. Number of i+~tsons Affected:

001

D.High ❑

C. Moderate ~

13. Typs of Isswnce(check one)

Form

€. R~ekkas DKrepud ❑

ors ❑

sar o~ra p
F. Qeted

w

r

Q

Mo Da Yr

1S. Aroa or EquigtKrrt

16. Termination Due

a ~ Mo De Yr

B. TNne(24 Hr. Cbcq

s~rnn,n~r.~m:,~m ~~.y,
17. Action to Terminate

18. Terminated I A ~~

19. Type of Inspedlon

~

,,~~

Mo Ds Yr

Eon

I B. Tims(24 Hr. Cbdc

ZQ. EveM Number

21. Primary a MAN

P

22. AR Name

23. AR Number

MSHA Form 70003, AW OB(revRed)
In emwAa~ros wAh IM povlsioru dlhe Srt~atl Business RepvWbry En/aroert~M Fa'vnmsalW of 7s95,Me SmM &~sinssa ndminlat~rion hffi
established a Nafronal SmsM Business snd Aprk~AMo RepultEdy Omdidsman an0 70 RpiaeN Fairness Boartfa b faomive mmner~ liom sme9 Mnlr~esees abaR federal agency
enbrce~nent aglma. Ths OmW~nan annusAy erolua~e enbroa~roM ectivgba m~a roAcf exh epencyS re~pOnyvenesa b ameC MnNes~. If you w7ah b oomma+t m the
enforcart~ent actions d MSHA.you may tali 7-888-REG-FAIR (1 88-731 247},a write tlro Ombudsman H SmaN Bwinmss Mmigiffiation. Olfse d tl~e Natimal Ort
r4 4~ 3rd
Street SlN MC 4120. Washington. OC 2M76. Please noM. hawver. that yrour right to file a comment with Ms Ombudpnan is in ar~tion b my IXhx ~igMs you may hsv0. i~.ldfn$
Cie right to coolest dhetions aq p~npo~ oenattez~ end ob~tn a hp.~nQ betas the Feral ►~na Sakty and Health Rev6aw Canmission.
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United States Department of Labor
Mine Safety and Health Administration
Office of Accountability
District

Western

Field Office

Mine CitatioNOrder

Date

Mine ID

Coeur d'Alene,
ID

U.S. Depa~nt of Labor

Q~4

Mine Safety znd Health Administration

~~

ssaian 1-vglanon om

z.r~ cza H~. crod~~

nno oa r~

~. nc~

a. caa~~o~,~
Older Number

4. Smro~i ro

5.Operator

8. Mine

7. Mine ID

(contractor>
8a. Written Ndiae(1

lion or Practice

8.

)

Shaft station does not
The pager phone located at the 2900 Dam near the
function properly. The phone does not page out. Miners work at the dam area
occasionally. Should a miner receive a serious injury whilc working on the
dam, they would not be able to ca11 out for help. This condition exposes
persons to fatal injuries from severe lacerations.
Standard 57.20032 was cited
).

See CadinuaGm Fam IMSHA Form
!. Vldatbn

IA. Msafth ❑
s r~,~R
i an.~

B. Section

C.PaNSktion of

crux

fay ~o ~~

5~.2~~32

A. InliuY or ~enass(has)(o): No ukem~d ❑

~..00 °fw

"'ab
b.:

raw~ wo~xaays p

C. SlpnifiaM uid S~taMid:

».

12. Type of Adbn

Yos ❑

~. r~«,. ❑

~,oe la,~a~ o~~
104a

Lost Workdays Or Res6iUed Duty ❑

No 0

c. Mods c. ~
~. pow ❑
~ a.typ.ori~~ caxa~ o~.>

14. Initial Acton
A Cation [] B. ONer ~ C. Safeguard ~ D. WrNten Notice ❑

+~w ❑

~~~N

D. Numk~r of Persons AflietW:

~+~ 8
00~

❑
~. ~ow.aara ❑
c~ao~o Q o~~ ❑ sar~~ro ❑ was«,
D. Hlph

E. CdatioN
Otder Number

~. Dated

❑

AAo ~ Yr

1S.llna or Equipms~t

16. Termination Due

a~ ~Mo Da Yr

B ~(24 Hr. Gods)

S~ctlon N4-Termeatian Mean
17. Actlon to Terminate

18. Te~ninated I A ~

Mo De Yr

I B. Tmie(24 Hr. Cbdc

I

aecounivyaysesm ua~a

,a. r,~ a ~~g~n~

(activity code)
z2.na Mme

E01

zo. ~~~t,v

21.P"'"~ry °`
p "~`~
23. AR Number

h koacWioe wtM.Om D
MSFIA Form 7000.9 Apr OB(
~ d @is Smee ~utMass RapdsowY EMorcam~nl Fakness Atl W 7998. Me SmoA Buafrass Admh~s6ation Acs
sambfiahed a Natiorel Small Busnsss axl ApriadhxeRe~alay OmOudsnvn anO 10 Rapionat faunas Boards 10 rcceNe commen4 hom srtnu businasen about A~tlerrl agency
anC tutee ~fi egenrya rospa~eivirnsa m uns6 W~iineaa. M you wiaA b aomm~nt on Yee
enbro~rKnt xtions. The OmbuO~man ~nwaN e~ralueEp anfaro5mmnt
m~Dro9mant actions W MSHA.YW maY aR 1-66&REG-FAIR(1-08&T74321~,a vmTe Urc Ombudsman a[Sma~ Businms AAmIni9Vation. O.Tice oT fhs NaBmat OmaMsman.a08 3rd
Skew,SW MC 2720. WsaAi~on. DC 20StB. Please nde.l~a~ever. 4~ffi yqur right b file a comment w~7h Me Or~Wsman is in bdi~on to arg oC~ar righ6 you may Mve. htlu~n6
1ne rlgAt 6o cmrtest citations and popmetl Dena~ae ant o~in a 1~vp bdae the FeCeral btine Safely end Heath Review Canm4saion.
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United States Department of Labor
Mine Safety and Health Administration
Office of Accountability
District

Western

Field Office

Coeur d'Alene,
ID

Mine CitatioN~rder

Date

Mine ID

U.S. Department of Labar
Pviine Safety and Neaith Rdministratiar,

~. o~

nn~ oa r~

2. Time(24 Hr. Clods)

3. CilatioM
Order Number

1. Served To

5. Operator

B. M~

7. M~ ID
(contnaw►

. Ca~tfi[ron a Practice

Sa. Writ6en Notice(103x) ! ~

The drift located between the 2400 dam and the
Shaft has several areas
with loose material overhead. The area does not have ground support in place.
The area is approximately 150 feet in length with a back height of
approximately 7 feet. This area is normally used as a secondary escapeway.
Persons traveling through this area are exposed to serious injuries from
falling material..
Standard 57.3360 was cited
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The catwalk to the pump located at the Sump near the 2400 Shop dislodged from
its mounts and fell into the sump when an inspector was walking on it. The
catwalk was not properly attached to the mounts allowing it to shift and fall
into the sump. Persons use the ~+ralkway to check the pump occasionally. This
condition exgoses persons to fall injuries.
Standard 57.11001 was cited
.
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The laydown area on the 2400 level is not properly maintained for miners to
access supplies. The area has a ladder laying in the walkway along with
miscellaneous parts. Persons occasionally access the area for supplies. This
condition exposes miners to slip, trip, and fall injuries.
Standard 57.20003a was cited
).
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A sump located in the 24-109 Crosscut drift does not have a sign warning
persons of the water hazard. The water is approximately 3 to 4 feet in depth
and is located next to the main drift. Persons occasionally travel fn the area
to check pumps and fire extinguishers. This condition exposes persons to
possible drowning injuries.
Standard 57.20011 was cited
.
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BO feet inby of the 3000 station there was loose in the back in multiple
places. The loose was scaled down with minimal effort and there were 6 miners
working inby of this location. The miners had traveled this main haulage
approximately 15 minutes prior td this inspection. This level is accessed
every shift for production. In tY~e event of an unplanned fall of ground
serious injury would reasonably be expected to occur..
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In the secondary e~capeway from the 3000 to the 3200 the was a ladder rung
that had a measured 2 1/2 inches of toe clearance tt~e rung was located 2 gets
below the second gate. This escapeway is accessed as needed during a mine
emergency. In the event of an accident serious injury could occur.
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On the secondary escapeway at the top of the offset for the 3000 to 3200 there
was a ladder that did not extend 36 inches above the landing. This ladder is
accessed as needed during a mine emergency. In the event of an accident
serious injury could occur.
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On the 3000 to 3200 secondary escapeway there was ladder rung with a measured
2 1/2 inches of toe clearance. The rung was located 9 rungs below the first
gate. This ladder is accessed as needed during a mine emergency. In the event
of an accident serious injury could occur.
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on the 3000 to 3200 secondary escapeway there was a rung that had a measured 2
1/2 inches of toe clearance. The rung is located 5 rungs up from the second
landing. This ladder is accessed as needed during a mine emergency. In the
event of an accident serious injury could occur.
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At the 3200 oil storage area there was no fire extingui~h~r at the time of
this inspection. This oil storage is accessed as needed for oil. In the event
of an accident serious injury could occur.
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The mine operator failed to maintain the secondary escapeway from the 32Q0 to
3400 in a safe and travelable condition. The ground support in the drift
disintegrated at first contact. This escapeway was last inspected by
engaged in aggrevated
.
management on
conduct constituting more than ordinary negligence in that he was the last
member of management to inspect this escapeway and he allowed miners to work
the upper levels o~ the mine without a safe secondary escapeway. This
violation is an unwarrantable failure to comply with a mandatory health and
safety standard. This violation is an unrrarrantabl~ failure to comply with a
mandatory standard.
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The mine operator has put up a barrier and sign at the top and the bottom of
the 3200 to 3400 secondary escapeway. This citation is extended to allow the
mine operator time to rehab the secondary escapeway access.
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On the 3400 level at the old 54 borehole the top and mid chains were not in
place. There i~ an open hole with a drop of approximately 15 feet directly
adjacent to the walkway crossing the dump. This walkway is accessed a~ needed
by foot traffic to pass over the dump. In the event of an accident involving a
fall fatal injury would reasonably be expected to occur.
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At the bottom of the 3400 escapeway there was an accumulation of combustible
waste. This waste had been being placed in this location for well over 30
days. The waste is located in the access drift to the powder magazine. This
drift is accessed as needed for explosives. In the event of an accident
serious injury could occur.
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In the secondary escapeway there was a ladder rung with a measured 2 1/2
inches of toe clearance. This secondary escapeway i~ accessed as needed during
a mine emergency. In the event of an accident serious injury could occur.
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On the 3700 level at the 071 raise there was unsafe access to the secondary
escapeway. The drift has several areas that had muck built up creating s
tripping hazard and inhibiting travel. This drift is well traveled as
evidenced by the well worn path In the drift. This drift is accessed every
month by management for escapeway inspection. The drift would be accessed by
the miners in the mine in the event of amine emergency. There are a rail car
and s muck car that inhibit travel in the drift. In the event of an accident
with miners accessing the drift during a mine emergency serious injury would
reasonably be expected to occur. Management engaged in conduct constituting
more than ordinary negligence in that management is responsible for and the
only employees that inspect the secondary escapeways. Management allowed
miners to work on the upper levels of the
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mine with full knowledge that the secondary escapeway was unsafe to travel.
This violation is an unwarrantable failure to comply with a mandatory safety
and health standard. This violation is an unwarrantable failure to comply
with a mandatory standard.
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In the secondary escapeways of the
mine there way an inadequate Work
Place Exam completed for well over 30 days. There were
violative conditions
that were cited during this inspection. The inspections on this area of the
mine are conducted by members of management only_ Management engaged in
conduct constituting more than ordinary negligence in that the mine operator
was well aware that the hazardous conditions exited and the mine operator
allowed management employees to conduct inspections. This violation is an
unwarrantable failure to comply with a mandatory safety and health standard.
This violation is an unwarrantable failure to comply with a mandatory standard.
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Attachment C -Examples of Citations Issued During Previous E01 Inspections
(No issues were identified during this review)
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